


Illusion

Throughout the history of painting, artists and viewers alike have enjoyed the visual 

game that illusion provides. Artists use illusion to engage our senses and draw us into 

the world that they have depicted. As an audience, we perceive something as ‘real’ while 

simultaneously remaining aware that it is not.

Painted illusions can be spatial where objects appear three-dimensional either projecting 

forward from the painting or receding away from us by means of foreshortening and 

perspective. Illusions may involve paint transforming into another material such as a hard 

reflective surface or a soft textured material. Some illusions attempt to activate other 

senses in addition to sight by evoking things that are felt such as temperature or weight.

Until the modern era, painting itself was understood as an illusion. Because paintings 

cannot literally reproduce space, mass and texture, artists create an illusion of those 
qualities, often exaggerating visual evidence to contribute to the illusion.

Inquiry Question

How do artists play 

with the audience’s 

perceptions of reality?



Illusion
Before your visit, explore artworks in the collection of The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York to familiarise 

yourself with this theme. Consider how artists use illusion to engage the audience.

Petrus Christus

Portrait of a Carthusian 1446

Jean-Léon Gérôme

Bashi-Bazouk 1868–69
Auguste Renoir

Still Life with Peaches and 

Grapes 1881

Élisabeth Louise Vigée Le Brun 
Julie Le Brun (1780–1819) 

Looking in a Mirror 1787

How do artists 

play with the 

audience’s 

perceptions of 

reality?

https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/440723
https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/435896
https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/437428
https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/438132


Illusion

Carlo Crivelli

Madonna and Child c.1480

Hans Holbein the Younger

Benedikt von Hertenstein (born 

about 1495, died 1522) 1517

Jean Siméon Chardin

Soap Bubbles c.1733–34

Élisabeth Louise Vigée Le Brun 
Comtesse de la Châtre (Marie 

Charlotte Louise Perrette Aglaé 

Bontemps, 1762–1848) 1789

Marie Denise Villers

Marie Joséphine Charlotte du 

Val d'Ognes (died 1868) 1801

Alfred Sisley

The Bridge at Villeneuve-la-

Garenne 1872

How do artists play with the audience’s perceptions of reality?

Students are required to move around the exhibition in groups of no more than 6.

Scan QR codes in 

the exhibition to 

access the mobile 

companion site

https://metgoma.art/artworks/madonna-and-child
https://metgoma.art/artworks/the-bridge-at-villeneuve-la-garenne
https://metgoma.art/artworks/benedikt-von-hertenstein-born-about-1495-died-1522
https://metgoma.art/artworks/soap-bubbles
https://metgoma.art/artworks/comtesse-de-la-chatre-marie-charlotte-louise-perrette-aglae-bontemps-1762-1848
https://metgoma.art/artworks/marie-josephine-charlotte-du-val-dognes-1786-1868


Carlo Crivelli
Madonna and Child c.1480

Crivelli employs a number of strongly illusionistic devices in his depiction of the 
Madonna and Child. For example, the fly is shown life-size rather than to the scale of 

the figures and therefore seems to be ‘on’ the painting rather than ‘in’ it. 

Crivelli’s signature appears on a neatly lettered cartellino, or card, folded in half, then 

in thirds, and finally unfolded, and secured at three corners with tiny balls of wax (the 

fourth is missing, leaving only a stain). The paper and the wax balls cast shadows 

from a light source to the left onto the gold watered-silk textile.

https://metgoma.art/artworks/madonna-and-child


Hans Holbein the Younger
Benedikt von Hertenstein (born about 
1495, died 1522) 1517

Holbein uses several strategies here to enhance the relationship between the 

subject and the viewer and to create a sense of spatial depth.

Viewed straight on, Hertenstein appears broader than he perhaps should, with 

an oversized left arm and hand. But as the viewer passes from left to right 

before the painting, reaching an angle of forty-five degrees opposite his 

image, Hertenstein assumes more natural proportions and seems to project in 

a realistic manner out of his space.

https://metgoma.art/artworks/benedikt-von-hertenstein-born-about-1495-died-1522


Jean Siméon Chardin
Soap Bubbles c.1733–34

Illusion can involve ‘transforming’ paint into a different 

material, suggesting texture and activating our sense of the 

tactile.

Here Chardin plays with contrasting textures. The delicate, 

round bubble is in front of the hardest, heaviest form in the

painting — the horizontal stone ledge. Through the 

transparent bubble, we see the stone behind. The bubble 

has a hint of colour and shows two bright spots where light 
is reflected on the translucent surface.

https://metgoma.art/artworks/soap-bubbles


Élisabeth Louise Vigée Le Brun
Comtesse de la Châtre (Marie 
Charlotte Louise Perrette Aglaé 
Bontemps, 1762–1848) 1789

Illusion may involve ‘transforming’ paint into different materials, suggesting a 

range of textures.

Vigée Le Brun was interested in fashion and she painted clothing with great 

detail and brilliant technique. She showed off her sitters’ wealth and elegance 

by depicting their luxurious garments and expensive accessories. The delicate 

sprigged muslin of the Comtesse’s dress contrasts with the smooth satin of 

the ribbons that adorn her hat and dress, and the velvet cushion on which her 

hands rest.

https://metgoma.art/artworks/comtesse-de-la-chatre-marie-charlotte-louise-perrette-aglae-bontemps-1762-1848


Marie Denise Villers
Marie Joséphine Charlotte du Val 
d'Ognes (died 1868) 1801

This portrait was created shortly after the French Revolution, during a brief 

period when women could train as artists and enter their work in the official 

Salon. The subject may have been Marie Denise Villers’s classmate in one 

of the women-only studios in the Louvre, Paris, which was first established 

as a public museum in 1793.

The positioning of Marie Joséphine Charlotte du Val d’Ognes in front of the 

window places the viewer inside the scene and gives us a sense that we 

have an intimate interior view. The illumination of the figure draws us into 

the painting and connects us to the place and time depicted.

https://metgoma.art/artworks/marie-josephine-charlotte-du-val-dognes-1786-1868


Alfred Sisley
The Bridge at 
Villeneuve-la-
Garenne 1872

Impressionism raises interesting 

questions about realistic representation 

and the criteria audiences use to judge 

truth and reality in art. The Impressionist 

style as exemplified here by Alfred Sisley, 

consists of reproducing only what we see, 

not what we know about space, mass and 

other physical details.

An Impressionist painting is concerned 

more with the feeling of the moment. It is 

a form of illusion, but more so in the way it 

can engage the senses and make an 

audience experience the mood the artist 

seeks to capture.

https://metgoma.art/artworks/the-bridge-at-villeneuve-la-garenne


Illusion

Back in the classroom, extend your inquiry to modern and contemporary artists.

Gordon Bennett | Triptych: Requiem, Of Grandeur, Empire 1989

https://learning.qagoma.qld.gov.au/artworks/triptych-requiem-of-grandeur-empire/

William Robinson | Dark tide, Bogangar 1994

https://learning.qagoma.qld.gov.au/artworks/dark-tide-bogangar/

Vida Lahey | Monday morning 1912

https://learning.qagoma.qld.gov.au/artworks/monday-morning/

Michael Zavros | Bad dad 2013

https://learning.qagoma.qld.gov.au/artworks/bad-dad/

John Honeywill

https://www.johnhoneywill.com/exhibitions.html

CJ Hendry

https://cjhendry.live/pages/weekly-wallpaper

Inquiry Question

How do artists play 

with the audience’s 

perceptions of reality?

https://learning.qagoma.qld.gov.au/artworks/triptych-requiem-of-grandeur-empire/
https://learning.qagoma.qld.gov.au/artworks/dark-tide-bogangar/
https://learning.qagoma.qld.gov.au/artworks/monday-morning/
https://learning.qagoma.qld.gov.au/artworks/bad-dad/
https://www.johnhoneywill.com/exhibitions.html
https://cjhendry.live/pages/weekly-wallpaper


Captions

All works Collection: The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York

Cover image: Auguste Renoir / France 1841–1919 / A Young Girl with Daisies (detail) 1889 / Oil on canvas / 65.1 x 54cm / The Mr and Mrs Henry Ittleson Jr Purchase Fund, 
1959 / 59.21

Petrus Christus / The Netherlands, active by 1444; died 1475/76 / Portrait of a Carthusian 1446 / Oil on wood / Overall: 29.2 x 21.6cm; painted surface: 29.2 x 18.7cm / The Jules 
Bache Collection, 1949 / 49.7.19 

Jean-Léon Gérôme / France 1824–1904 / Bashi-Bazouk 1868–69 / Oil on canvas / 80.6 x 66cm / Gift of Mrs. Charles Wrightsman, 2008 / 2008.547.1

Élisabeth Louise Vigée Le Brun / France 1755–1842 / Julie Le Brun (1780–1819) Looking in a Mirror 1787 / Oil on canvas / 73 x 59.4cm / Bequest of Mrs. Charles Wrightsman, 
2019 / 2019.141.23

Auguste Renoir / France 1841–1919 / Still Life with Peaches and Grapes 1881 / Oil on canvas / 54 x 65.1cm / The Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ittleson Jr. Purchase Fund, 1956 / 56.218

Carlo Crivelli / Italy, active by 1457; died 1494/95 / Madonna and Child c.1480 / Tempera and gold on wood / Overall: 37.8 x 25.4cm; painted surface: 36.5 x 23.5cm / The Jules 
Bache Collection, 1949 / 49.7.5

Hans Holbein the Younger / Germany 1497/98–1543 / Benedikt von Hertenstein (born about 1495, died 1522) 1517 / Oil and gold on paper, laid down on wood / Overall: 52.4 x 
38.1cm; painted surface: 51.4 x 37.1cm / Rogers Fund, aided by subscribers, 1906 / 06.1038

Jean Siméon Chardin / France 1699–1779 / Soap Bubbles c.1733–34 / Oil on canvas / 61 x 63.2cm / Wentworth Fund, 1949 / 49.24

Élisabeth Louise Vigée Le Brun / France 1755–1842 / Comtesse de la Châtre (Marie Charlotte Louise Perrette Aglaé Bontemps, 1762–1848) 1789 / Oil on canvas / 114.3 x 
87.6cm / Gift of Jessie Woolworth Donahue, 1954 / 54.182

Marie Denise Villers / France 1774–1821 / Marie Joséphine Charlotte du Val d’Ognes (died 1868) 1801 / Oil on canvas / 161.3 x 128.6cm / Mr and Mrs Isaac D Fletcher Collection, 
Bequest of Isaac D Fletcher, 1917 / 17.120.204

Alfred Sisley / England 1839–99 / The Bridge at Villeneuve-la-Garenne 1872 / Oil on canvas / 49.5 x 65.4cm / Gift of Mr and Mrs Henry Ittleson Jr, 1964 / 64.287

This resource has been developed by QAGOMA Learning staff and the QAGOMA Learning Teacher Advisory Group 2021 and draws material from Elizabeth 
Perkins, Looking to Connect with European Galleries: Visual Approaches for Teaching in the Galleries, The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, 2013.






